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Abstract

The transition of traditional schooling to online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted formal school education. Though at home, teachers and students continued teaching and learning in socially distant ways using online technologies. From various teacher surveys, only about 60% of students in the United States regularly engaged with learning activities. Teachers and parents also expressed a significant need for help to keep students motivated and engaged in learning activities. During the pandemic, online learning left teachers and parents needing support for learning activities that motivate and engage students. Project-based learning is an increasingly popular pedagogical practice centered around students working collaboratively on projects while the teacher facilitates learning activities and progression. Project-based learning embodies several factors considered central to motivation in online learning. In this paper, we inquire how this approach presents itself as a candidate for learning during the pandemic when considering students’ motivation to learn through online learning experiences. We construct a conceptual framework informed by motivational theories that share core tenets with this form of learning and use the framework to analyze interviews of 11 teachers from 4 schools that taught with a project-based learning approach before the pandemic and transitioned to teaching, using it online, in the Spring of 2020. From our analyses of the teachers’ narratives, we discuss teaching aspects of the approach that lend themselves well to online teaching, elements that the teachers believe are missing, and how educators might cater to these missing aspects with a focus on student motivation to learn.
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted traditional school education. Physical school facilities were shut down, but school education was expected to continue. This disruption created a wide range of schooling, from photocopied packets being mailed home to video conference classrooms. Unlike other disasters like hurricanes and tornadoes where schooling is temporarily paused, the COVID-19 pandemic forced physical school facilities to close, but teachers were expected to continue socially distant teaching using technology. This is attributable to a confluence of factors unique to the current time, comprising broader access to computers and internet than ever before (Child Trends, 2018), availability of technologies for online teaching and learning (Emmanuel, 2018; Meticulous Research, 2020; Wan, 2019), and the unique constraints of the pandemic wherein students, as long as socially distant, can stay home and continue learning.

However, learning from home did not result in the same teaching and learning experience for teachers and students as before the pandemic. From various teacher surveys, only about 60% of students in the United States regularly engaged with learning activities (Educators for Excellence, 2020; Kraft & Simon, 2020). These numbers are difficult to report by districts and states, as no standard metric or definition for student engagement during the pandemic has been agreed upon yet (Barnum & Bryan, 2020). Student engagement was divided across race and socioeconomic status lines, where teachers of students of color and those belonging to low-income groups reported lower student engagement in learning compared to other groups (Gewertz, 2020). Irrespective of student background, teachers and parents expressed a significant need for help to keep students motivated and engaged in learning activities. 44.6% of teachers from a recent RAND study (Hamilton et al., 2020) reported needing help with strategies for keeping students engaged and motivated, and 53% of parents in a National Parents Union survey (Echelon Insights, 2020) indicated needing help with engaging their children in good activities.

This transition to online teaching, a phenomenon that we refer to as social distance teaching and learning (Anderson & Hira, 2020), disrupted formal education, leaving teachers and parents needing support for learning activities that motivate and engage students. In this paper, we explore how teachers who use project-based learning (PBL) were able or unable to motivate their students to learn during social distance learning. We first construct a conceptual framework informed by motivational theories that share core tenets with PBL, and then analyze interviews of 11 teachers from 4 schools that transitioned to teaching using PBL online in the spring of 2020. From our analyses of the teachers’ narratives, we discuss PBL teaching aspects that lend themselves well to online social distance teaching, aspects that the teachers believe are missing, and how educators might cater to these missing aspects with a particular focus on student motivation to learn.

Literature Review

Project-based learning, true to its name, uses projects for teaching and learning. Projects provide students with opportunities to be central in their learning, work autonomously over a given period of time with facilitation from the teacher, collaborate and cooperate to research and create projects, and reflect on their learning individually and as teams (Bell, 2010; Blumenfeld et al., 1991; Thomas, 2000). Through PBL, students work on relatively complex and advanced problems that are authentic in context. Learning is grounded in explicit educational goals (Moursund, 1999), often including lifelong learning (Diehl et al., 1999).
Theoretically, PBL is grounded in constructivist and constructionist educational theory, wherein learners construct knowledge based on their experiences and prior knowledge (Piaget, 1970) and mediated by their interaction with artifacts (Papert, 1980; Papert & Harel, 1991). Savery and Duffy (2001) claim PBL to be one of the best exemplars of constructivist learning. PBL has been shown to produce a better attitude towards learning and higher academic achievement (Baş, 2011; C. Chen & Yang, 2019) compared to traditional instruction and textbook-based teaching. Students are motivated to pursue nontrivial problems by genuinely engaging with them (Blumenfeld et al., 1991). Ideally, PBL in practice is scaffolded to meet appropriate learner goals, supports teachers and students to enact effective teaching and learning, includes formative reflective and peer evaluations, promotes both collaborative work and individual student ownership and agency (B. J. S. Barron et al., 1998; Kokotsaki et al., 2016; Svihla & Reeve, 2016). In synthesis, PBL places student autonomy and agency at the center of the learning process, takes place in socially connected settings, develops individual students’ abilities and skills, and the projects are relevant and interesting to the students.

Many studies exploring PBL and online learning have focused on how online tools like cloud computing and online forums can help facilitate PBL pedagogy. Studies have found that cloud computing or collaborative online tools such as the Google suite or Office365 are valuable tools for facilitating PBL (Çakiroğlu & Erdemir, 2019; Sutia et al., 2019). Ching and Hsu (2013) concluded that peer feedback encouraged student participation and learning in online PBL assignments. Others have explored student group dynamics in the online environment. Yilmaz et al. (2020) investigated how different online group dynamics comprising vertical and shared responsibility are both effective in completing PBL assignments. While prior work on online PBL provides relevant grounding for this paper, it is essential to note that our study is situated in a time when teachers abruptly moved to remote teaching or what we have termed social distance learning. Most prior work in the area has focused on intentionally designed online PBL experiences, whereas during the shift to online teaching during the pandemic, schools and administrators did not have the time to deeply think through and implement any major redesigns mid-semester. Thus, we report on this unique maneuver that many teachers across the world were expected to perform.

**Conceptual Framework**

To understand relevant motivational factors that play a role in effective online PBL, we form a conceptual framework by synthesizing tenets of relevant motivation theories, namely, self-determination theory (SDT) (Deci & Ryan, 1985), achievement goal theory (AGT) (Nicholls, 1984; Pintrich, 2000b; Senko et al., 2011), and the role of interest in learning and development (Renninger et al., 1992). Below we explain how these theories aid understanding motivation to learn in PBL settings.

According to Deci and Ryan (1985, 2000), individuals’ self-determination towards various tasks is promoted by their experience of achieving the psychological needs of autonomy, competence, and relatedness. Autonomy refers to an individual’s sense of agency in a given situation, competence refers to an individual’s capability to carry out a task, and relatedness is the quality of connecting with others. SDT has also been used as a theory to understand motivation in online learning environments (Hartnett, 2016). Unsurprisingly when students are supported in their autonomy, competence, and relatedness to learning, students improve in these three psychological areas, in turn favorably affecting their self-determination to learn in online settings (K. Chen & Jang, 2010). Kim and Frick (2011) reported that perceived relevance and competence to use technology, in addition to age, were the best predictors of learners’
motivation to begin self-directed e-learning. This motivation to start self-directed e-learning, along with learners’ perceived quality of instruction and their fit for online learning, predicted their motivation to continue self-directed online learning. Hsu (2019) also reports that in an online setting, individuals’ experience of agency, capability, and relatedness, resulting in self-determination, is associated with a higher perception of knowledge transfer and increased achievement of course objectives.

Another prominent and relevant motivational theory is the achievement goal theory. Originally, the theory proposed two types of motivational goals for learning, task and ego goals (Nicholls, 1984), as in goals that are met by completing tasks or supporting one’s ego, respectively. Over time, these goals have been revised to be called mastery and performance goals, respectively (Dweck, 1986). The first aimed at mastering tasks, and the second at performing better than others (Pintrich, 2000b). Some propose that mastery goals are more socially desirable by students because of their ability to please parents and teachers (Darnon et al., 1997). Contemporary conceptualizations have introduced a multiple goal perspective to the theory which combines both mastery and performance goals (Elliot, 1999; Harackiewicz et al., 2002; Pintrich, 2000a). A relevant approach for this study is the idea that students shift their motivation between the two types of goals as and when it is relevant in their learning: they focus on mastery goals while they are learning new information and working by themselves, and motivate themselves by performance goals when taking tests (K. Barron & Harackiewicz, 2001; Pintrich, 2000b). In the case of PBL, a majority of learning time is spent in the former.

Finally, the third theory that supports motivation to learn in PBL settings is the role of interest in student learning and development (Renninger et al., 1992). According to Renninger et al., students’ interests play an essential role in their engagement with learning experiences. This interest can be personal or situational, or both. Personal interest influences a learner’s engagement with the social and non-social environment, and situational interest refers to how interesting the environment is by itself to encourage interactions with people and objects. A related theory is that by Voss and Schauble (1992), who propose a model of learning in which learning takes place in both, within the individual, and in the environment that the individual is in. They claim that individuals use two types of “equipment” to learn. The first is value-based that informs individuals’ goals and interests, and the second is intellectual that informs individuals’ knowledge and beliefs. As per their model, learning takes place within the interplay of these two equipment.

For our study, we synthesize the factors from the above theories as relevant to PBL. These include personal meaning and relevance, autonomy and agency, connections with others, and competence development.

**Methodology**

For this paper, we interviewed eleven high school teachers from four schools across three states of the United States. All four schools had adopted a PBL approach to teaching prior to the pandemic and continued their PBL practices with the limitations of the pandemic and virtual teaching. See table 1 for the teacher pseudonyms along with their school contexts. The teachers belong to a mix of suburban, urban, rural public, and public charter schools.
We interviewed the teachers between May 11th and June 15th, 2020, using a semi-structured interview protocol developed to understand the teachers’ perspectives on teaching with a PBL approach, their experiences working with instructional coaches, and their transition to social distance teaching in the wake of the pandemic. For this paper, we limit our analyses to the answers and narratives from the interviews in response to their experiences transitioning to social distance teaching triggered by the pandemic. All the teachers were teaching completely remotely i.e., from home, at the time we interviewed them. We conducted deductive coding (Corbin & Strauss, 2012; Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Patton, 2014) of the interviews based on the concepts of the conceptual framework, as explained in the previous section. The line of inquiry or research question for this paper is:

How does PBL present itself as a candidate for social distance learning when considering students’ motivation to learn in online learning experiences?

**Ethical Considerations**

This research study was determined exempt by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects under the exemption criteria as defined by Federal regulation 45 CFR46 under Category 2 – Educational Testing, Surveys, Interviews or Observation. All participants provided informed consent to be interviewed for the purposes of this research study and were compensated for their time spent on the interview. Pseudonyms were used in reporting the data to protect the participants’ identities.
Findings

Personal Meaning and Relevance
The first lens in the conceptual framework is that of personal meaning and relevance. In PBL, students work on projects and activities that they find personally interesting and relevant to their lives. This is true of the students’ projects in class and still true once classes pivoted to remote in the spring of 2020. The teachers share how, during the pandemic, their students continue to work on projects that the teachers find educationally meaningful, and the students personally interesting. In the following quotes, teachers speak to how PBL as a pedagogy provides opportunities for their students to find personal meaning and relevance in what they are learning, and how this continues to be true in social distance learning.

In watching her students pursue projects that are personally meaningful Leah shares how this is helping to shift her notions of what counts as school learning and growth.

In love doing PBL... how can we continue to reinvent what’s school ... I have some students who are sewing hats ... teaching themselves random instruments ... It’s helped expand my idea of how do we measure learning and growth.

PBL is allowing students to pursue their interests and expand Leah’s notion of learning.

Tiffany, a business teacher, uses PBL pedagogy to help her students connect their class work to their own lives.

...I know that kids are kids, at the end of the day, they’re going to say, "It’s not important to me." But if I can show you the parts that are important, and you can walk away with those life lessons, then I’ve done my job.

She recognizes that students often do not see how what they learn in school is essential. In her instruction, she ensures that students take what will be relevant and vital to them as life lessons from the project experiences.

When schools moved to remote learning, Chloe needed to reframe her PBL lessons so that students could work on projects that were still of interest to them but were also feasible given the constraints of remote learning, including a loss of supplies in her classroom. By having students devise their own projects, and what will they need and what do they have available to them already. Chloe reframed her PBL lessons to be relevant and feasible.

Autonomy and Agency
The second lens in the conceptual framework is that of student autonomy and agency. A PBL approach can enable students to have autonomy over their work, as they can work at their own pace and schedule in self-directed ways as long as they meet the project’s broader goals. Since projects are often related to student interest and are created to be relevant to them, there is space in the experience for students to practice agency and perceive control over the learning experience and outcomes. In their experience of teaching socially distanced PBL, teachers share how they have provided differentiated learning experiences for students in the way they deliver content and mentor their students one on one. While some students who struggled in the traditional classroom performed better and even took charge of how they learned, other high performers struggled. The teachers attribute successful performance to fewer distractions...
and certain students being able to better self-pace their learning. We will discuss the possible factors for students struggling to learn in the next section on connections with others.

When the pandemic started, Denise moved to a more hands-off approach, an approach that PBL enables, to provide students with high-level project goals and not day to day instruction. The students had to self-pace their way through the project, a shift in trust and agency for her students, as Denise stated **really trusting kids to guide themselves.** In giving more autonomy and agency to her students, Denise found

...something else that’s changed is students...have traditionally struggled...doing a lot of work ... [now they] have been the most on top of it and the most creative.

Remote PBL allowed Denise to place more autonomy and agency in pacing her students’ work, which gave space for some students who had traditionally been struggling to thrive.

Tiffany likes that she can provide differentiated instruction for her students by teaching PBL online, which she calls a low floor, high ceiling approach. Seeing how another educator includes both the essential questions for the lesson and a section of the virtual learning platform called

...enrichment. I love that, and that’s going to be a new thing for me because you always have more information you want to share with the students, but you don’t want to overwhelm them ... It helped me reestablish what differentiation was in a different way ... it’s a low floor, no ceiling approach.

Even while providing added scaffolding Tiffany also noticed that not all her students are experiencing social distance PBL learning the same. Some of her usual high-performing students are struggling, and some that she was concerned about are doing well. Tiffany heard from her students who were thriving that they

...love this because I’m succeeding, and I’m getting good grades ... There’s nobody in the classroom cracking stupid jokes to distract me.

Tiffany gives the students space to have more autonomy and agency without the distractions of the classroom.

In the same vein as Tiffany, Melissa is experimenting with individualized one-on-one mentoring during the quarantine:

*One-on-one actually helps. ... You’re the person doing the work, I’m the person just giving feedback ... And I think what I would love is to translate that when we go back next year of the same way...*

Teaching PBL virtually has allowed Melissa to provide more autonomy and agency to her students through shifting her role from the holder of knowledge to guide and supporter of learning – a role she wants to continue back in the classroom.
Similar to Melissa’s students’, Jacob’s students demonstrated agency, advocating for their classwork to be less a to-do list and more project work related to the environment, which is the school’s focus.

I had a couple kids that wrote me and said, "Well, I can’t do this. Every class is just ‘Give me a list of things to do,’ and it’s taking forever. I hate it. ...this one student, she really was...challenging us on the mission of the school and said, "We’re this environmental school, and I’m just in front of a computer all day long”.

Students spoke out for the learning they wanted to do and successfully changed the work that was asked of them.

Connections with Others
The third lens from the conceptual framework is that of experiencing connections with others. As we mention in the previous subsection, teachers share that some of their students struggle with social distance learning. One of the factors attributable to this is the lack of connection with their peers, mentors, school community, and the communities that their projects are focused on. Teachers share that in addition to the rift of not being in the physical vicinity of each other, they are also observing an emotional separation as they cannot make themselves available in their students’ lives as caring adults in the same way as being in person in the classroom. Teachers believe that this lack of connection has adversely affected teamwork and collaborative aspects of learning.

Denise spoke about how the rift in social distance learning is negatively impacting relationship building:

...four school[ ] struggle with a lot of things, what we don’t struggle in is relationship-building. Kids like coming to school...I feel like I’ve lost that joy.

Eli similarly noticed a rift that social distance teaching has created between him and his students:

There’s a legit distance between you and the students, not only, obviously, spatial. It feels like, emotionally, there is a distance there. It’s really hard.

He can see his students struggling to be at home without the supportive community of a classroom.

Leah misses being able to see her students’ progress on their project over time, and being available for just in time supports:

When I’m building things for in-class, a lot of that is just me being able to be there. So, if a kid does have a question, I can just give them that sentence stem.

In teaching online, she is unable to provide these scaffolds as easily.

Similar to Leah, Tiffany shares how she was not able to dynamically engage with her students resulting in students working by themselves on their projects: once in a while they had
questions, but for the most part, they did things on their own... , often not doing the complete background reading and work.

Rebecca too misses meeting with and interacting with her students one-on-one. She thinks that online communication can come across as cold:

... I feel like everything online seems a lot colder and a lot... more harsh when you're just typing an answer to a question.

Similarly, Melissa craves the energy and passion that in-person engagements with her students generated, It's really difficult to maintain enthusiasm and passion for projects when you're by yourself. She also thinks that her students are not getting the social connections they need to do work as they are used to.

Several teachers spoke about the loss of collaborative team projects in the move to remote learning. Eli highlighted how working together in groups is absent from the online experience.

That's definitely missing. The small group works, having a dedicated space within those groups to be able to discuss and plan and map things out, and to even build their artifacts or their projects, that's so hard to transition to, especially, in distance learning.

Naomi echoes Eli in the loss of social interactions and, in particular, the collaborative team projects of PBL, I think that teaming aspect was kind of lost at this time and that is an invaluable thing that we do at (school name) is a lot of teamwork. In the spring of 2020, collaborative projects, an integral part of many PBL assignments, were missing.

Along with a loss of collaborative learning in the move to virtual learning, students were less able to engage with the school community. Chloe longs for celebrating her students’ growth as a classroom and school community. Similarly, Eric believes that an essential aspect of PBL and their school is the community that students build and feel in the school, and social distance learning omits this part of teaching and learning. In particular, Eric states:

... a big part of project-based learning is not just the projects, but also the sense of social growth that happens during the project.

In virtual learning, teachers and students had a more challenging time connecting with others to create a sense of community.

Competence Development

For the fourth lens of the conceptual framework, we look at what competencies the students are developing, and those that their teachers want them to develop while learning from home via PBL. We asked the teachers about the kind of skills they hoped their students were learning at home by themselves. The teachers shared skills and lessons that can be mastered individually, as many school districts changed their grading system due to the pandemic (Reich et al., 2020). The teachers’ answers ranged from learning how to be self-directed learners and managing their time efficiently, knowing what is valuable to them and self-advocating, and relevant skills for life like essential math and professional email communications.
Naomi shared that she hopes for her students to have learned and practiced leading their own learning and planning out their work accordingly.

*One of the competencies we’ve been focused on [is] lead ones [own] learning. ... The kids were tracking their work every week and planning their week out.*

Denise aspires for her students to learn time management and knowing when they are most effective.

*I think time management has been really interesting, and also kids kind of gauging when they’re most efficient... The kids that I knew struggled in school that haven’t struggled, I think it’s because a lot of them were able to work when the time is effective for them.*

Denise believes that students being self-aware of when and how they are most effective is a possible reason for some of her students to thrive with social distance learning. Similarly, Tiffany wishes for her students to learn to take initiative of their learning, which she believes is essential to becoming lifelong learners.

*I hope that they see that there’s always a way to learn so that they can continue to be the lifelong learners that we’re trying to convince them that they should be. I do a lot of reminding them that as adults, the way we learn is that we have to take the initiative.*

By encouraging students to take more ownership of their own learning Tiffany believes her students are more likely to become lifelong learners.

Melissa aspires for her students to feel empowered to know when it is okay not to do an assignment and, in turn, where they should be focusing their learning efforts.

*I want them to learn that you should not do things you don’t want to do. Because over and over again, they would come to me and be like ... “I guess I’m supposed to do it [an essay]. But also, my grade is really good in his class and I kind of don’t care. And I’m stressed, and I’m working on this other thing." And I would just be like, "... Don’t do things that don’t matter to you.”*

Similarly, Jacob hopes that the final projects that his students completed to answer the larger school-wide questions felt real and valuable to his students.

*I hope that with all the different phases of the year from actually being in seats to doing the distance learning that they were able to see a thread that was consistent throughout in terms of being aligned with the mission, aligned with the big questions we’re trying to ask about the community ... and that the fact that we were trying to approach schooling differently. At the end, they were producing things that felt real. When I think about the podcast and the book, I love those projects so much, because at the end of the day, it produced this really tangible...product that exists in the world ... So, I really hope that that is something that they experience and trusted...*
Eric taught his students the relevant math concepts of logarithmic growth.

So definitely due to the nature of the pandemic, I wanted to prioritize the exponential and logarithmic growth because I want them to understand how quickly viruses branch out and how you can model and track their growth. How are the people that are making the predictions... how are they doing that?

Eric wants his students to gain specific skills in order to understand the science behind the pandemic’s exponential growth.

Eli wanted to use this as an opportunity for his students to develop a healthy and productive relationship with technology and learn professional communication etiquettes via email.

Email etiquette, I hope, how to not be afraid of technology, sometimes. I think that’s one. It’s not because the program is difficult to use. It’s because of their attitudes towards technology, sometimes. Same with Microsoft Word, everything is in size 14 Comic Sans MS.

Through the move to social distance PBL during the spring of 2020, teachers emphasized professional skills, life skills, and lifelong learning goals for their students.

Discussion

In the previous section, we presented how the teachers in PBL focused schools are social distance teaching in the COVID-19 pandemic from the four lenses of our conceptual framework, namely, personal interest and relevance, autonomy and agency, connection with others, and competence development. In this section, informed by the findings and our conceptual framework, we discuss key takeaways and ideas to consider when teaching PBL in online settings. For successful online project-based teaching and learning, activities and projects should be relevant to students and develop skills that can be mastered by students individually. Students should be encouraged to take control and ownership of their learning, and activities should provide for peer to peer and peer to mentor interactions even in online settings. Finally, technology should serve as a means to support effective teaching and learning. In these key takeaways, we provide examples of the teachers from our study enacting motivational theories that informed the conceptual framework. These takeaways, at a high-level, apply to most approaches of effective teaching and learning from a motivational perspective. However, below we discuss instances of teachers adopting exemplar strategies while teaching PBL online during a pandemic. We share these to provide examples and inspiration for teachers facing similar predicaments, and also to capture and archive how teachers rose to the challenge of keeping their students motivated to learn in disrupted times.

Make Space for Individualized Learning Experiences

Similar to in-person PBL approaches (Diehl et al., 1999; Hira & Hynes, 2017; Moursund, 1999; Thomas, 2000), learning activities in online PBL settings should cater to students’ interests and be relevant to their current and future lives. For example, Chloe encourages her students to work on project areas that are of interest to them; Leah’s students have been working on activities like hat weaving and playing musical instruments which, they bring to share with classmates and her; and Tiffany encourages her students to see how the start-ups they work on in their business class are relevant to their lives. It is also essential for the skills and learning
outcomes to be adjusted to ones that can be developed by students working the majority of the time by themselves. For example, managing their own time and learning like Naomi, Denise, and Tiffany’s students, learning what is valuable to them and advocating for what they need in their school learning experiences like Melissa and Jacob’s students, and relevant skills like essential math and professional communication like Eric and Eli’s students.

**Encourage Students Taking Ownership of Learning**

Inherently, PBL allows for greater student autonomy and agency than traditional lecture and homework models of education (Bell, 2010; Blumenfeld et al., 1991). Online PBL instruction should be accompanied by encouraging students to practice autonomy over how they spend their time completing the project’s goals. Students should also be encouraged to advocate for the kinds of projects they would like to work on and their involvement. Perceiving control over their work and schedule can prove useful in making students take ownership of their learning. For example, Denise’s students are self-pacing themselves; Tiffany’s students are doing a minimum amount of common work and then being able to pick how much deeper they would like to go into the content area; Melissa’s students are leading their learning and checking in with her as a mentor; and Jacob’s students are advocating for doing more work related to the environment.

**Enable Connections Between Peers and Mentors**

An essential aspect to consider when teaching via PBL online is if systems are in place to encourage and support students to form connections with their peers and teachers. Feeling connected with others is an important motivational factor for student learning (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Many of the study participants reported missing human connections, this virtual aspect of learning and motivation, in their current online PBL teaching experiences. Students need to connect to be on teams together, collaborate on projects, and feel part of the school community. They also need to communicate with their teachers as mentors and be connected with caring adults as they make their way through school. This need for connection and teachers’ role as part of the landscape of caring adults in students’ lives has been harder to achieve online (Anderson & Hira, 2020). We see this with these teachers as well, Eli and Denise share how they miss the emotional and dynamic parts of their relationships with their students. Leah, Tiffany, and Rebecca are unable to connect with their students one-on-one throughout their projects, and Eric and Chloe miss facilitating a supportive community for their students to learn and develop in. Teachers believe this is a loss not just of connection but a fundamental loss to how learning should take place through relationships.

**Use technology to Support Learning**

Technology cannot wholly replace the school learning experience. However, it certainly makes teaching and learning a possibility when there are constraints on in-person learning like during the COVID-19 pandemic (Code et al., 2020; Peterson et al., 2020). Since technology mediates the environments in which students learn, it is imperative to consider how teachers and students engage with the environment to experience learning. Technology can also help support the three prior takeaways in this section. It is perhaps useful to think of technology as a means to support teaching and learning, and not entirely replace it (Dowding, 2004). In addition to introducing relevant educational technologies, schools need to provide training on using technology and set up systems to communicate and ensure a common understanding of how and when to use different technological tools.
Limitations

In this paper, we inquired how PBL presents itself as a candidate for online social distance learning in the COVID-19 pandemic. One of the limitations of this work is that it captures teachers’ experiences in a moment of time, which is the spring 2020 semester in the United States, soon after the transition to online learning. There is still more to learn and inquire about the teachers’ and students’ experiences of PBL and online learning during the pandemic over the course of the school year. This study, though in part communicates teacher and student interactions, it does not cover the students’ perspective of learning during the pandemic.

Conclusion

This study initiates a conversation about teaching PBL in online settings and exploring motivation with PBL teaching. Future work would include following teachers and students during the academic year 2020-2021 as school districts adopt online, hybrid, and in person learning, to learn how PBL may continue to motivate students to learn. With a particular focus on technology’s role in mediating such learning experiences and understanding teachers’ motivation to teach PBL in these unusual times.
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